HATHERLEY INFANT SCHOOL
Learn and grow together… to sparkle into successful writers.

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

(8 weeks, 2 INSET)

(7 weeks, 1 INSET)

(6 weeks, 1 INSET)

(6 weeks)

(5 weeks, 1 Bank Holiday)

(7 weeks)

Bear hunt

Jasper’s
Beanstalk

The Gruffalo and
Waves

The Three Little
Pigs (F)
cumulative tale

Billy Goats Gruff
(F)
cumulative tale

Persuasive
invitations for a
party
persuasive

Instructions for
trapping a troll
(F)
instructions

The Great
Explorer (F)
description
journey tale

Grendel: A
cautionary tale
(F)
character feeling
warning tale

Poetry-TBC (P)
description

All about
monsters (NF)
nonchronological
report

The Flower (F)
openings and
endings

The Door (F)
dilemma, action
and suspense
portal story

Nursery *
Nursery rhymes
(1 per week)

Where’s Spot?

Little Red Hen (F)
cumulative tale

The enormous
turnip (F)
cumulative tale

Information on
farm animals
(NF)
instructions

The Three Bears
(F)
characterisation
defeat the
monster
Bear facts (NF)
information

Instructions for
making soup (NF)
instructions

Whatever next
(F)
settings
journey tale
Bear and the
picnic lunch (NF)
recount

Dear Zoo

Reception
The Gingerbread The Very Hungry
man (F)
Caterpillar (F)
cumulative tale
cumulative tale
Labels and
captions (NF)
recount

Information on
bugs (NF)
information

Year 1
I want my hat
Poetryback (F)
adaptation of
dialogue
nursery rhymes,
finding tale
inspired by M.
Rosen (P) playing
Sorry letter (NF) with words and
recount
phrases
How to play
games (NF)
instructions

Jack and the
Beanstalk (F)
characterisation
rags to riches

How to trap a
giant (NF)
instructions

F= fiction

The Paper Bag
Princess (F)
dialogue
defeat the
monster

Information on
Aliens (NF)
nonchronological
report
P = poetry
Green=focus

The Princess’s
Diary (NF)
recount

NF = non-fiction

Year 2
Beegu (F)
There’s a Tiger in
description of a
the garden (NF)
setting
wishing tale
lost and found
tale
The Tiger (P)
description

Magical
emporium (P)
Descriptionbringing it to life

Red = text type

* Nursery stories will need re-writing into a simple story using the same model. See attached.

Persuasion
leaflet about the
portal land (NF)
persuasion

Model for Nursery:
All stories should contain the following sentence stems
Once upon a time…
One day…
Next…
After that…
Finally or In the end…
Nothing else is needed. This is a simple format, which will allow children to become familiar with the structure of
stories and appropriate language.

